
Battery Discharger Analyzer SkyRC BD250 Ref: 6930460006141
Battery Discharger Analyzer SkyRC BD250

Simple and sure
SkyRC BD250 is a discharger and battery tester in one. The device displays battery voltage, discharged charge and discharge current in
real  time.  The maximum discharge current  is  as  much as  35 amps and the  maximum discharge power  is  250 watts.  The BD250 also
accurately  measures  capacity  so  you  can  choose  the  most  appropriate  battery  for  your  needs.  You  can  be  sure  that  with  the  SkyRC
discharger you will maintain optimal performance and lifetime of your batteries. 
 
Updated version
The  BD250  is  based  on  the  BD200  model.  It  combines  a  stylish  design  with  high  performance  and  advanced  technology  to  ensure
constant discharge of 250 watts. 
 
Not just unloading
SkyRC BD250 allows you to test batteries of any type with 5.4 V up to 35 V. The device has a built-in fan, which is part of an advanced
cooling system, ensuring optimal operation of the device, even when discharged at full power.  
 
Comfortable operation
The knob on the front panel allows you to easily change parameters that can be read on the LCD display.  
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Software
Thanks to dedicated PC software, the BD250 allows you to export battery voltage values in 30-second intervals (for the first 6 minutes).
 
Included:
BD260 Unloader
Unloading cable with connector XT60
Fuse
	Dimensions
	136,6 x 104,8 x 107 mm
	Weight
	879 g
	Range of supported voltage
	5,4 V - 35 V
	Power of unloading
	250 W
	Unload current
	0,01 A - 35 A
	Accuracy of the displayed current
	0,01 A - 10 A ±60mA / 10 A - 35 A ±3%
	Accuracy of the displayed voltage
	5,4 - 10 V 

Preço:

€ 92.50

Modelismo, Tools and meters
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